Adventure #1: Winterhaven
WIND by the FIRESIDE
(Traditional trail ballad; author unknown (but really Ed Greenwood!)

“So as you shiver in the cold and the dark, look into the fire and see in its spark—
My eye…watching over you.
As you walk in the wind’s whistling claws, listen past the howling wolf’s jaws—
My song…comes to you.
And when you’re lost in the trackless snow, look up high where the eagles go.
My star…shines for you.
You are not forsaken. You are not forgotten. The North cannot swallow you. The
snows cannot bury you. I will come for you.
Faerun will grow warmer and the Gods will smile. But oh my love, guard yourself
well—
This may not happen for a long, long while.”

But it is the season of Greengrass now, the 1st of Mirtul, far from the cold clutches of winter,
and five heroes are escorting a single horse-driven wagon from the majestic city of

Silverymoon. Their destination: the small walled hamlet of Winterhaven. The wagon driver,
an ugly but amicable half-orc named Gobbo Goodnest, is taking his wares to Winterhaven to
sell during the weekly Market day.

The party is going along as protection, as well as fulfilling a job for Merple the Moneylender, a
Halfling businessman in Silverymoon.

The group has been hired to go to Winterhaven and map out an old crumbled keep in the
vicinity, a derelict of a long lost age. Brandis Padraig, as a long time resident of Winterhaven,
knows legend and rumor of this place, but has never been there. Merple only has an
incomplete map of the region and would like to have updated information added to his
archives. He has given the group a copy of what he has, although it is not particularly

detailed or useful.
In addition, Merple has tasked them with a secondary mission; he has another employee in
the region, Douvan Stahl, who was looking for the remains of a dragon’s tomb. If they can find
Stahl, let Merple know if he’s alive or dead, or if he ever found the dragon tomb he was
searching for.

The Heroes:
Helga Hammerhelm, female dwarf Fighter (out to prove her worth to her clan).
Eravin, male eladrin Wizard (a miraculous survivor of the Spellplague that stripped him of his
former levels; he has recovered enough lore to gain 1 level of expertise)
Irann-mari, female half-elf Warlock
Ashravan “Ash,” male elf Rogue
Brandis Padraig, male human Warlord, eldest son of Lord Ernest Padraig of Winerhaven. He
has not set foot in Winterhaven for several years while seeking his fortune and fame in the
wider world.
The group has only known each other for a few weeks, and they know little about each other’s
abilities or backgrounds, other than the obvious. Brandis Padraig has not been home for two
years, and is sure that his family will be overjoyed to see him. Gobbo Goodnest chortles and
talks incessantly, but abruptly stops and pulls up the reins when he spots a flicker of
movement in the distance behind a clump of rocks.
“Ya see that?” grunts Gobbo.
They do indeed, and Ash the rogue tries to flank around the side. The rest of the group sees
several lizard-like dog men peering out from behind boulders, not particularly trying to hide,
but Ash spots a few more concealed beyond the boulders. Brandis Padraig advances, perhaps
a little too brazenly, and is instantly swarmed by enraged kobolds, including a heavily armed
soldier bearing a dragonscale shield! Shrieking, they duck and jab and stab at Brandis,
shifting out of the way, and then a hidden slinger hurls a glob of sticky glue at his feet,
anchoring Brandis to the road. He’s immediately in serious trouble.

The wizard and warlock employ their magical resources, tossing magic missiles and cursing
foes with eldritch fire. Helga the fighter dwarf leaps into the fray with her battleaxe, hewing
foes down in vicious chops. The dragonshield kobold blocks her attacks with advanced tactics
and proves to be a worthy foe. Their blows ring off each other’s armor and steel.
Ash moves behind a kobold and tries to slit its throat, only to be rushed by a second
dragonshield warrior. It is an enemy he does not wish to fight alone. Meanwhile, the kobolds
have continued to dance around the mired Brandis Padraig, who is unable to escape the gluey
mess entangling his feet. He is quickly bloodied, and then dips perilously close to death
before the closest attackers are either killed or retreat. To his immense fortune, the kobold
slinger throws several globs of burning pitch that all miss him. Had they hit, he might have
died.
Brandis finally manages to escape, but has been giving tactical orders the whole time.
The first dragonshield soldier is dropped, eldritch fire exploding from his eyes after the
warlock’s curse infuses his soul with dark portent. She teleports to another spot across the
battlefield, powered with the death of her enemy, and targets another foe. Helga charges the
remaining three enemies, ignoring their opportunity attacks, and wails on the dragonshield
with a devastating Brute Strike. The soldier falls to one knee, but staggers up, still in the fight
-- until Ash backstabs him. Steel hacks into the kobolds from both sides, and the slinger’s
head is brutally removed from his shoulders, spewing dark blood in a wet arc.

Soon the battle is over, the dust settles, and blood begins to cool in the road. Gobbo
Goodnest is ecstatic, praising the heroes and their martial prowess. Apparently, kobold
brigands have been a problem on the King’s Road recently, but Gobbo had been hoping to
avoid a confrontation. Still, he promises the group that Salvana Wrafton of Wrafton’s Inn will
offer them room and board for free, his treat for the first night or so. They’ve earned it, no
doubt.
Several hours later as dusk is crawling over the horizon, the group sees the walled palisade of
Winterhaven behind the trees in the distance.

To the east though, outside the gates, they see a mournful procession of crying women in the
graveyard, and a small casket being lowered into the ground. Brandis does not recognize
anyone immediately, other than the priestess of Sune present for the funeral rites: Sister
Linora.

“What happened here?” Brandis quietly asks once the rites are finished.
Sister Linora is pleased to see Brandis Padraig and hugs him, telling him that it has been a
long while. As for the funeral, a child was killed by marauders in the outlying farms. The
problem has been getting worse and worse as of recent. Sister Linora asks with some
difficulty if Brandis has spoken with his family, and if he knows about…Kel.
His youngest brother, only twelve years old.
Brandis has heard nothing, and Sister Linora says that he really should find his father and
speak with him. Greatly disturbed now, Brandis ushers the others toward the front gates.
There are two sentries, one of whom Brandis immediately recognizes as Rond Kelfern, head of
the Winterhaven Regulars, the town’s militia. They greet each other, and Rond says that Lord
Padraig is either at his walled estate, or at the Inn. Drinking.

The group heads to Wrafton’s Inn first, and by now dusk has settled cool and purple over the
town. Even before the doors open they hear a female minstrel inside, and soon her voice soon
washes over them, backed by the pungent smell of ale and cooked sausages.

The singer is a female elf who melodically croons and nods to the newcomers (GM Note: she
was singing a song from the Beowulf movie]. A disheveled Halfling sits at her feet strumming
a lyre, with a hat extended for coins. Eravin the Eladrin Wizard is immediately attracted to
this young minstrel (despite his advanced age), and taking a position at her side, he uses
cantrips to call forth fluttering fireflies to augment her performance. (YAY! Non-combat use of
magic!!)

Gobbo Goodnest, Helga, Brandis, Ash and Irann all enter the bar area and are greeted by a
tall, attractive human woman named Salvanna Wrafton, owner and bartender.

There are a few patrons eating and drinking here, and Salvana immediately recognizes
Brandis. She tells him that his father is at the back booth, thoroughly immersed in his cups.
Brandis immediately goes to speak with him.
“These are great warriors!” praises Gobbo, clamping a hand to the dwarf’s shoulder. “They
slew many dirty ‘bolds along the road this eve. Left not a one standing!”
Mugs are raised in appreciation from the farmers and patrons at the bar, including one from a
heavy-set human with a ruddy face.

“Well met then, strangers,” the large man drawls. “It is always good to hear of less trouble on
the road. Every little bit helps! My name is Valthrun the Prescient, local “purveyor of
knowledge,” or some such audacious title. Who might you be?”

The group asks about the kobold problem first, and find that it has indeed become a serious
problem over the last few months. The little bastards are getting braver and braver, going
from attacking individual travelers on the trade road to actually infiltrating houses and stealing
babies! The Winterhaven Regulars don’t have enough members to patrol the farms outside
the walls. Worse, says Salvana Wrafton quietly, Lord Padraig’s own young son Kel has been
killed by raiders while out hunting. He is wallowing in grief, and his wife Cynthia Padraig has
gone almost mad. She arms herself at all times now, and will not let their youngest daughter
out of her sight.
While Helga, Ash and the others are relayed this gossip, Brandis is hearing pretty much the
same thing from his father. Lord Ernest Padraig is an emotional mess, but extremely glad to
see his oldest son, who has blossomed into a fine warrior just as his father did.

Valthrun the Prescient is a wealth of information, and continues drinking and engaging the
newcomers while Salvana keeps their mugs and plates full. Talk eventually turns toward
questions about an old keep outside of town.
“Aye, the old keep,” murmurs Valthrun, rubbing his chin. “I know of it.”
“Some say it’s haunted,” whispers Salvanna. “Ghosts. Vampires. Why in Sune’s good name
would you want to go there?”
Well, money talks, and the group is being offered good coin to map it out by Merple the
Moneylender in Silverymoon. Valthrun says he doesn’t know too much about it, other than it
might have been a watchpost for the old kingdom, but that was probably hundreds of years
ago. Now, it’s likely just a goblin den or some such foul place. Still, Valthrun is intrigued by
their questions; it panders to his love of lost lore, so he immediately volunteers to retreat to
his tower and search his library for clues about the old keep. When they see him again, he
says, he’ll know much more. [Journal Updated!]
Brandis and his father soon leave, his mother needs to be seen, and the rest of the group
steps outside into the cool night air. They hear ringing blows from a hammer and anvil, and
soon see a dwarf hunched in the ruddy glow.

The dwarf has an obvious gimp leg, and walks with a limp to dunk the shaft of hot metal in a
barrel of water. Helga addresses him, asking if he has anything for sale. Exceptional weapons
perhaps? The smithy, Thair Coalstriker is bitter and barely acknowledges her questions,
spitting curses as he hammers a sword, pretending he is bashing a goblin’s head into greasy
pulp. Helga pushes the issue, and Thair roars in anger, unpleased to have someone reminding
him why he can’t be the skilled warrior he always wanted to be. They ask a few more
questions about the kobold problem, and a mysterious keep outside of town. Thair knows that
the kobolds need to be smashed into pieces, but he can’t say much about the keep. Maybe
Valthrun or Lord Padraig knows more. Thair HAS heard the name “IRONTOOTH” mentioned in
relation to the kobolds, so that might be a leader. He doesn’t know where the kobolds are
lairing though, but he thinks that the Militia Leader Rond Kelfern might have an idea.
They haggle some with Thair, and he buys some kobold swords to smelt down, although he
wants nothing to do with the dragonscale shield. It's not born of the earth, like rock or iron.
The night ends with the party deciding that the immediate kobold problem in Winterhaven is
their chief concern. Perhaps Lord Padraig needs some “help” with this problem, and Brandis
Padraig has nothing but revenge on his mind.
As for Ash the elven rogue, he stands silently in the shadows, biding his time and keeping his
dark thoughts to himself. For the others, they might be…disturbing.

[GM Note: As the first official 4e adventure, I thought combat was fast and furious with little
to no interpretation problems. Roleplaying was actually easier to do with a group of people
already comfortable with it. There were no rules dictating how you should or should not act,
and alignment was not an issue. I still don’t quite get the Skill Challenges though]

